COMTEK INTERNATIONAL
Our Outsourcing Advantages

In today’s demanding business
climate outsourcing is an
important alternative for
companies to remain competitive.
competitive.
Comtek offers customized
outsourcing tailor to your
requirements at our St. Petersburg
Russia development center.
For offshore projects our OSDC in Russia offers
a major advantage by only providing
outstanding skilled Russian engineers,
scientists, mathematicians, physicists, and
other technical professionals. Compared with
their other offshore colleagues in other
countries, Russian programmers well know to
be more creative and able to deal with complex
tasks that require non-standard solutions and
able to comprehend full project scope. Comtek
hires employees who have their Masters or
Ph.D.
Ph.D. in Computer Science, Math, and/or
Physics and have excellent communication
skills, solid industry experience and knowledge
across multiple platforms, products, and
technologies. Eighty percent of our consultants
are our employees.
While other countries are good at writing code
and they get the job done, when it comes to
serious problem resolution, Russian
programmers are known to be the best by far.
Russia ranks #1 in the world in the number of
scientists and engineers involved with complex
Research and Development projects such as

the space station, military, nuclear
submarines, and microwave and satellite
communications. A majority of these scientists
and engineers have a programming
background and have moved into the software
industry.

None of the other major centers of offshore
software development in the world outside of
Russia have as many qualified engineers and
software development with experience on such
complex projects. This experience provides
Russian engineers and programmers with
more breadth of experience and the ability to
think laterally during problem solving.
In contrast Comtek is an American owned
company when compared to similar companies.
Our Offshore Development services (OSDC)
include Application Development and
Maintenance Support, experienced project
managers (onshore and offshore) and
project/technical leaders
Comtek utilizes a proven methodology.
Coupled with our customer’s methodology for
project management and application
development project success is inevitable.

Comtek offers greater flexibility to provide the
best solution for our customers
St. Petersburg is the second largest city in
Russia with a population of over 4.5 million
people and home to ten major universities. It is
known as the Silicon Valley of Russia.

Russian
Russian engineers are highly skilled. They
have won four of the top eight places (including
first place) in 2004 and three from the top 10 in
the 2005 International InterInter-Collegiate
Programming Contests.
“Today’s Russia has the right combination of
talent, expertise, and cost to be the location of
choice for developing financial technology.”
- Global Outsourcing, Sept.
Sept. 23, 2005
“Russia ranks third in the world for per capita
number of scientists and engineers and has
more personnel working in research and
development that any other country.”
- SearchCIO.com, Sept. 5, 2005

Well over a dozen major companies like Intel,
Boeing, LG, Lucent, Motorola, Sun, and Nortel
have established offshore development centers
in Russia.

Our commitment to the development
development process
and strictly adhering to standards not only
produces high quality customer solutions but
also promotes reuse thus reduces the time and
cost for future development and support.
When it comes to serious problem resolution,
Russian programmers
programmers are by far the best
Wall Street Journal
Russia’s major advantage is the outsourcing
skills of the Russian engineers, scientists,
mathematicians,
mathematicians, physicists, and other
technical professionals, …Russian
programmers are creative and able to deal with
complex tasks that require nonnon-standard
solutions.
Steve Chase with Intel Russia says “When it
comes to writing complex computer programs,
the Russians are absolutely tops.” Steve
Chase, Intel, Russia
Well over a dozen major companies like
Motorola, Intel, Sun, Boeing, LG, Lucent,
Goggle, and Nortel have established offshore
development centers in Russia. Have a touch
project to outsource, If you
you need unique
technology experience and creativity and the
ability to solve complex projects, Russia is the
outsourcing country of choice and Comtek
International can deliver on your unique
requirements.

Sample of our outsourcing customers:
Experian
Completed a very successful major 6 year Web
Enablement Direct Marketing software RAD
development project at Experian. The project
was based on MS C++, Java Sevlets 2.2,SQL,
Apache and Tomcat and spanned from
development, implementation, testing to
maintenance.
maintenance. We provided around the clock
real time delivery at substantial added value
and savings to Experian

Freescale and Motorwerks
Developed and delivered OSEK (a fast,
reliable, scalable RealReal- Time operating
system). This required competitive analysis
and investigation to meet AutoSAR, the
common standard for automotive systems.
Freescale Semiconductor Inc. is the major 5.8B
designer of embedded semiconductors for
industry.
industry.
NAVTEQ
Designed a Symbian S60 (mobile device OP)
device map server prototype based
based on C++.
NAVTEQ the world leader in premiumpremium-quality
digital map data.

Large Software Company
Developed a relational DB toolkit for a large
software company in a VB environment which
is now being used to build DB applications in
minutes.

Minds without Borders
Borders
About Comtek International, Inc.
Comtek International, Inc. is a full service IT consulting firm headquartered in Chicago, IL. Comtek
specializes in staffing for short and long term projects, for permanent positions, and providing
consulting
consulting services for offshore and onon-shore projects. Our Offshore Software Development Center
(OSDC) is located in St. Petersburg, Russia. Comtek is a privately owned company which was
incorporated in Chicago in 1995.

Comtek International, 111 North Canal
Canal Street, Suite 941, Chicago, Illinois 60606
(312) 906www.cmtk.net
906-8800

